Abstract

Objective – This review aims to determine the suitability of the READ Scale for chat service assessment. We investigated how librarians rate chats and their interpretations of the results, and compared these findings to the original purpose of the Scale.

Methods – We performed a systematic search of databases in order to retrieve sources, applied inclusion and exclusion criteria, and read the remaining articles. We synthesized common themes that emerged into a discussion of the use of the READ Scale to assess chat service. Additionally, we compiled READ Scale designations across institutions to allow side-by-side comparisons of ratings of chat interactions.

Results – This review revealed that librarians used a variety of approaches in applying and understanding READ Scale ratings. Determination of staffing levels was often the primary goal.
Further, librarians consistently rated chat interactions in the lower two-thirds of the scale, which has implications for service perception and recommendations.

**Conclusion** – The findings of this review indicated that librarians frequently use READ Scale data to make staffing recommendations, both in terms of numbers of staff providing chat service and level of experience to adequately meet service demand. Evidence suggested, however, that characteristics of the scale itself may lead to a distorted understanding of chat service, skewing designations to the lower end of the scale, and undervaluing the service.

**Introduction**

Researchers have been strategizing for decades about how best to capture what happens in reference interactions. The Reference Effort Assessment Data (READ) Scale (Gerlich & Berard, 2007) was one of several tools developed in response to librarians' “deep dissatisfaction” (Novotny, 2002, p. 10) with the reference statistics being collected in the early 2000s. The then-common practice was to record simple counts, often as hash marks on paper, for each mode (e.g., desk or telephone) in one of two categories: “directional” or “reference”. The READ Scale, by contrast, is a six-point scale indicating the amount of effort a librarian expends on each reference interaction. Answers are rated 1 if they require no specialized knowledge or consultation of resources. A rating of 6 indicates “staff may be providing in-depth research and services for specific needs of the clients” (Gerlich, n.d.). In introducing the READ Scale, Gerlich and Berard (2007) emphasized that their goal was to change the focus from “how many” and “what kind” to the knowledge, skills, and abilities needed to provide the service. They suggested this data could be used for “a retooling of staffing strategies,” to “increase positive self-awareness of the professional librarian” (2007, p. 9) and “for training and continuing education, renewed personal and professional interest, and reports to administration” (Gerlich & Whatley, 2009, p. 30). While other classification systems exist (see Maloney & Kemp, 2015, for examples), the READ Scale has become a standard in many libraries—a state that is reflected in its integration into both open source and commercial reference management products (e.g., Sarah, 2012).

Gerlich and Berard (2010) undertook a large-scale, multi-institution viability study in 2007. However, the data reflected the predominantly face-to-face nature of reference at that time. With 15 institutions reporting 8,439 transactions, 91% were face-to-face. Chat transactions accounted for only 1% of the interactions in the study. The landscape has shifted dramatically since then. Chat is now a major source of reference transactions in academic libraries (Asher, 2014; Belanger et al., 2016; Nicol & Crook, 2013; Ward & Phetteplace, 2012), accounting for more than 20 percent of all reference transactions at the University of New Mexico in 2019, with in-person reference transactions down to just 55 percent. In 2020, the majority of reference transactions were conducted via chat, likely due to COVID-19 related building closures.

The software that mediates chat reference interactions typically generates rich metadata, from timestamps to transcripts, allowing, and likely encouraging, innumerable assessment strategies. Indeed, chat reference evaluation has been the focus of hundreds of research articles since its first implementation in academic libraries in North America in the mid 1990s (Matteson et al., 2011), with metrics including number of chat interactions in a given timeframe, number of missed chats, frequency and length of interaction, turns taken between librarian and user, word counts, and type of referring URL (Luo, 2008). These automatically
generated metrics are often combined with more qualitative measures such as types of questions asked; the presence of reference interviews and instructional elements; and quality, completeness, and tone of librarians’ answers (Luo, 2008).

Some chat-specific, or at least virtual reference specific, assessment tools have been developed, both for services overall (Hirko, 2006; White, 2001), and for transcript analysis in particular (Mungin, 2017). However, transcript analysis is both time consuming (Mungin, 2017) and limited (Belanger et al., 2016; Rabinowitz, 2021). Much of the literature on chat reference has been case studies with limited generalizability, with McLaughlin (2011) suggesting the need for standard approaches and reporting formats across libraries.

There has been recognition generally that standards and assessments are not necessarily transferable from face-to-face to online reference (Ronan et al., 2003), and some researchers have attempted to determine applicability across modes (Schwartz & Trott, 2014). However, though the READ Scale is widely used with chat reference, and is recommended as a metric "applicable across reference services" in the Reference and User Services Association’s Guidelines for Implementing and Maintaining Virtual Reference Services (2017), no equivalent to the viability study has been undertaken for chat. Library services have changed considerably in the nearly two decades since the READ Scale was developed, and it cannot be assumed that a tool developed for in-person contexts will then be appropriate for chat reference in 2021. In that sense, there is no evidence that the READ Scale is appropriate for chat. As a first step in investigating the viability of the READ Scale for chat, we review the literature on chat reference that uses the READ Scale.

**Aims**

There are several ways in which a literature review can help us determine the suitability of the READ Scale for chat. First, we gain insight into how and why librarians are using the READ Scale; that is, we want to see what librarians using the READ Scale for chat reference are trying to understand and what decisions they are trying to make with READ Scale data. We are interested if these are the same uses that Gerlich and Berard (2007) anticipated, and if the nature of READ Scale data is appropriate for these uses. Second, we can examine the ratings that are reported for chat reference across institutions, much as Gerlich and Berard did for all reference transactions. Here we are interested in the ratings themselves, including what patterns are evident, but also in any modifications being done to the READ Scale, as well as how the data are interpreted and reported in the literature. We use “librarians” to refer to all library workers who provide or analyze chat service. We use “chat agents” to describe the workers who field chat in situ, distinguished from those who later analyze trends.

Thus, we have two broad questions to guide our review:

- How do librarians use the READ Scale to assess chat?
- How do librarians rate chats on the READ Scale?

Taken together, these two strands present a picture of the READ Scale in practice, and whether or not it is an appropriate tool for the assessment of chat reference.

**Method**

We took a systematic approach to collecting pertinent professional literature using a mixed methods review synthesis (Heyveart et al., 2016). First, we explicitly defined inclusion and exclusion criteria for the literature we would review. Then we developed a search strategy to locate literature that would meet our inclusion criteria. Next, we read the literature to identify
themes and patterns, and iteratively reread and assigned categories until we reached consensus on both the categories that were present in the literature, and the specific categories present in each document.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

We defined “professional literature” to include articles, white papers, book chapters, and conference proceedings and presentations. For clarity, we use the term “article” to refer to all document types. To be included, articles must have directly discussed the READ Scale as applied to chat reference, other than reporting data from a different source, such as in the literature review section of an article. Exclusion criteria were review articles that did not present otherwise unpublished data and articles in which READ Scale data and discussion of chat cannot be distinguished from other modes of reference. We aimed for a global scope and so explicitly did not exclude material based on publication language or library type.

Search Strategy

We searched Library & Information Sciences Abstracts (LISA), Library, Information Science & Technology Abstracts (LISTA), ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global Full Text Global, Web of Science Core Collection, Google Scholar, EBSCO Discovery Service (EDS), and the e-LIS repository.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Search</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| EDS, LISA, LISTA, ProQuest Dissertations and Theses Full Text Global, Web of Science Core Collection | (chat* OR trigger* OR "instant message") AND ("READ Scale" AND librar*) OR "Reference Effort Assessment Data"
| Google Scholar          | "Reference Effort Assessment Data" OR "READ Scale" AND library OR libraries OR librarians AND Reference AND chat OR "Instant messaging" OR "instant message"
| e-LIS                   | Field: Keywords Any of: Chat messaging messenger Field: Subjects Any of: ....IJ. Reference work. |

Table 1 Database Search Strategies

a Every EDS configuration is unique. While the total number of databases at UNM is in the hundreds, the databases within our EDS that produced hits on our query were: Academic Search Complete, Applied Science & Technology Source, British Library Document Supply Centre Inside Serials & Conference Proceedings, Business Source Complete, Complementary Index, Directory of Open Access Journals, Education Research Complete, ERIC, eScholarship, Gale Academic OneFile, Gale OneFile: Computer Science, Library, Information Science & Technology Abstracts, ScienceDirect, Social Sciences Citation Index, and Supplemental Index.
Though platforms vary in the exact construction of searches, our search had two concepts: the READ Scale and chat reference. While we could be confident that the presence of the phrase “Reference Effort Assessment Data” referred to the scale developed for library reference services, not all relevant documents spelled out the acronym. Further complicating matters, the phrase “READ Scale” was used in ways that are not related to the READ Scale. Therefore, our search required either the use of the full name of the scale, or the acronym and a variation on the word library and the word reference. The second concept was chat reference, which we defined to include any synchronous online reference service, such as chat or instant messaging. Because e-LIS, which does not index full-text, had only one result for “READ Scale” and none for “Reference Effort Assessment Data”, we did not include that concept in the query. Instead, our query looked only for the concept of chat reference, and we manually checked each “Reference work” subject result for the READ Scale concept.

Themes and Patterns

We read each article and noted patterns and themes related to our guiding questions, including descriptions of how READ was used, the READ score data itself, and any resultant service outcomes. We were interested in similarities across institutions as well as differences in implementation or interpretation.

Results

Our search strategy yielded 141 unique items. After applying the inclusion and exclusion criteria to the search results, we had a total of 18 articles that we included in the review. All were from academic institutions, of which two were outside the United States. The data, patterns, and themes found in those articles are presented below.

Rating Comparability

Gerlich and Berard (2010), as part of testing its viability across many institutions, normed READ Scale designations with coordinators at each institution who then normed the Scale with their local reference agents. Larson et al. (2014) highlighted consistent application of the scale as an issue when a chat service employed both local and consortial chat agents. However, the rest of the articles did not have any cross-institution norming, though five (in addition to Gerlich and Berard), performed some form of inter-rater norming for their own data (Belanger et al., 2016; Kemp et al., 2015; Keyes & Dworak, 2017; Maloney & Kemp, 2015; Stieve & Wallace, 2018). In the remainder, no mention was made of any norming of READ Scale ratings, other than Warner et al. (2020) who explicitly stated that interrater reliability was not tested as part of the study.

Rating Process

Also potentially limiting the comparability across institutions is who rated the chats. In eight articles, the ratings were applied post-hoc by the researchers, in three cases, the reference agents rated their own interactions, while in six articles, it is not stated who rated the chats. Kohler (2017) rated chats algorithmically, and compared the ratings to those done by the chat agents, concluding that the algorithm was as good or better at rating the effort required by the chat agents than the agents themselves.

Rating Questions or Answers

Asher (2014), Cabaniss (2015), Maloney and Kemp (2015), Ward and Phetteplace (2012), and Ward and Jacoby (2018) used the READ Scale to rate incoming questions, while others looked at the outbound responses of the librarians: the University of Turin used the ratings to “uniformly categorize the type of responses our patrons received” (Bungaro et al., 2017, p. 4). Kohler (2017) reported Rockhurst University used the READ Scale to understand “the effort, skills, knowledge, teaching, techniques, and tools” used by librarians (p. 138). Keyes and
Dworak (2017), Mavodza (2019), Stieve and Wallace (2018), Valentine and Moss (2017), and Warner et al. (2019) did not address whether they were assessing the complexity of either questions or answers.

**Local Adaptations**

Five institutions represented in the literature adjusted the READ Scale. Kohler (2017) added a 0 rating to algorithmically rated transactions that the algorithm was not able to rate. While these were largely staff demonstrations, they were included in the analysis. Belanger et al. (2016) dropped level 6 of the scale before assessment started, though no rationale was given. Keyes and Dworak (2017) shifted the scale to 0-5, without explanation. No articles mentioned adjustments to extend the scale beyond level 6.

Kayongo and Van Jacob (2011) added 26 subcategories to the READ Scale, e.g. within level 3, there are categories such as “L3 Complex known item search [Do we own?]” “L3 Online resource problem,” and “L3 Simple citation verification”. Stieve and Wallace (2018) added the word “circulation” as a bullet point in the definition of level 2 and expanded several of the examples that accompany the definitions.

**Local Interpretations**

Specific READ Scale ratings were not always interpreted to mean the same level of expertise. Belanger et al. (2016) defined points 3 and above as “requiring a complex response” (p. 12). Bungaro et al. (2017) only reported the split between the highest 3 categories (i.e., 4, 5, and 6), for which a subject specialist was justified and the lowest 3, for which a `generic` librarian was sufficient. Kemp et al. (2015), comparing complexity of questions across modes, considered questions “complex” at ratings 3 and above and “basic” at 2 and below. They made a further distinction that a score of 4 or above required librarian or subject librarian expertise. Using a 0-5 scale, Keyes and Dworak (2017) noted that 0-2 were considered to be “clearly” able to be addressed by graduate students. In presenting the data, they also grouped 4 and 5, but without explanation. Maloney and Kemp (2015) grouped 4 and above as requiring advanced expertise.

While Mavodza (2019) reported counts for each point on the scale, she presented the groupings of the counts at 2 and lower, writing “[w]hen analyzing the same chats from the READ Level, most of them were at the one and two difficulty levels at 939 and 230, respectively” (p. 128). Even though level 3 had only 40 occurrences fewer than level 2, she grouped the level 3 count (n=190) with level 4 (n=98). She grouped the level 5 (n=26) and 6 (n=15) together. These groupings suggest both affinities of content within the groups as well as an intellectual divide between the groups.

**Data Points Used in Conjunction with READ Scale**

Many times, the READ Scale ratings were used in conjunction with other data points, time measures being most common. Belanger et al. (2016), Gerlich and Berard (2010), and Maloney and Kemp (2015) each analyzed the READ Scale ratings by point in the academic semester or quarter in order to understand the relationship between the academic calendar and the complexity of reference transactions. Cabaniss (2015), Kayongo and Van Jacob (2011), and Ward and Jacoby (2018) compared ratings across times of day in order to understand busyness patterns by hour. Cabaniss (2015) also looked at days of the week in order to find the busiest and least busy days.

The second most-frequent variable used with the READ Scale was the topic of the interaction. Bungaro et al. (2017) were interested in the frequency of psychology-related chats and whether they were, on average, more complex than others. Cabaniss (2015) and Mavodza (2019), following the same research protocol, assigned four categories to chats: general
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information, technical, known item lookup, and reference. Kohler’s (2017) algorithm weighed certain words more than others in order to algorithmically assign a READ Scale rating. Ward and Jacoby (2018), studying referrals given in chat, compared the READ Scale to their own categories of referral needed, referral provided, appropriate referral, and referral gap. They found that referrals happened more often as the complexity of the question increased, and also found that the referral gap, or rate at which a referral was warranted but not given, also went up with the complexity of the interaction as designated by the READ Scale.

Other metrics used in conjunction with the READ Scale to determine service patterns included staffing types (Keyes & Dworak, 2017), delivery mode (Asher, 2014; Gerlich & Berard, 2010; Maloney & Kemp, 2015; Ward & Jacoby, 2018), length of interaction, and referral type (Ward & Jacoby 2018).

Goals of READ Scale Assessment

In some cases, such as in Larson et al. (2014), the READ Scale chat data were reported as part of an overall assessment of reference services, for which there was no particular insight or assessment-related decision that the authors were using the READ Scale to understand. In one case, the READ Scale ratings were used as a cut off for including transactions in a different assessment effort (Valentine & Moss, 2017). Gerlich and Berard (2010) and Belanger et al. (2016) were interested in assessing the READ Scale itself, the latter concluding that the READ Scale did not provide a sufficiently nuanced understanding of the complexities of chat service provision.

Several uses for the READ Scale were found in multiple articles, and these are summarized below.

Staffing Needs

Eleven articles used the READ Scale to determine appropriate staff allocation, with the most common approach being to match READ Scale ratings with the level of expertise required of the reference staff. Often the six-point scale was reduced, in the data analysis, to two broad categories: ratings that indicate a need for professional expertise, and those that do not. This sort of grouping is implied by the logo for the READ Scale, which depicts lines separating 5 and 6 from the lower numbers on the scale. This division is not explicit in the scale’s definition, however, and as discussed above, institutions located this split at varying points on the scale. Researchers found evidence to support a variety of staffing recommendations, both in terms of number of staff assigned to providing the service and the level of experience of staff providing the chat service. Kemp et al. (2015) and Maloney and Kemp (2015), studying the implementation of a proactive chat system at the University of Texas-San Antonio library, found an increase in complex questions through the proactive system. Because they defined READ Scale 4 and above as needing librarian-level attention, an increase in librarians was needed to field the more frequent, complex questions, and they subsequently used a multi-pronged approach to get more librarians into the chat staffing mix (Kemp et al., 2015). Similarly, Bungaro et al. (2017) found evidence to maintain and keep subject librarians answering a subject-specific chat channel, whereas they assumed generalist librarians could adequately answer READ Scale 1-3. Further evidence was found to keep professional librarians answering chat, arguing that outsourcing late night chat service to consortial librarians resulted in decreased quality of service (Kayongo & Van Jacob, 2011).

While some researchers found evidence for staffing increases, Ward and Jacoby (2012) found that a rearrangement of staff to match hour-by-hour patterns in chat may optimize which staff are most likely to receive the most complex questions. However, the researchers ultimately recommended a reduction in the experience level of chat staff, shifting to graduate students exclusively. In another study, Keyes and
Dworak (2017) found evidence to recommend a reduction in professional level/experience. Keyes and Dworak noted that undergraduate students could adequately field chat at the READ Scale 1-3 level.

While many supported point-of-need staffing with experienced or professional librarians, some suggest the tiered model was adequate to address complex questions that could not be answered at the time they were asked. In their study examining the rates of referrals and whether they occurred as needed, Ward and Phetteplace (2012) found that while the rates of referral went up with the READ Scale designation, so did the rate of interactions that should have included a referral but did not. The referral ecosystem was further complicated with the READ Scale when staff members sometimes referred questions they rated as complex, but gave little effort to answer on the spot (Belanger et al., 2016).

Comparison of Reference Configurations

Researchers in five articles used the READ Ratings to compare different types of reference service. Four of the five compared passive and proactive chat configurations (DeMars et al., 2018; Kemp, et al., 2015; Maloney & Kemp, 2015; Warner et al., 2020). Each of these researchers found that proactive chat systems resulted in more complex transactions than passive chat configurations. Stieve and Wallace (2018) compared sources of chat transactions, finding that READ Scale ratings were higher from within the university’s learning management system as compared to chats originating from the library website.

Gerlich and Berard (2010) compared all modes of reference at the participating institutions: walk-up directional, walk-up reference, phone directional, phone reference, email, and chat. The difference between “directional” and “reference” phone and walk-up modes was not explained. Chat transactions made up only about 1% of the transactions in the study. A greater emphasis was on distinguishing between “walk up” in-person desk interactions and those in-person interactions that happened in hallways and offices: “The off-desk comparisons show… that the percentage of questions answered off-desk for most of the institutions require a much higher level of effort, knowledge, and skills from reference personnel than at the public service point” (Gerlich & Berard, 2010, p. 125)

Other

Several researchers noted the higher degree of difficulty in fielding chat rather than face-to-face interactions, difficulties that were not represented in the READ Scale. Chat agents may have to field multiple chats at the same time (Cabaniss, 2015; DeMars, 2018; Keyes & Dworak, 2017), and the necessity of typing succinct directions without the ability to rely on non-verbal cues was challenging (Gerlich & Berard, 2010). Librarians at one institution reported that multiple factors coalesced into chat interactions being deemed as more stressful (Ward & Phetteplace, 2012).

The Ratings

While the READ Scale is a 6-point scale, the 1-4 range of the scale was heavily used, while the 5-6 range was not. Belanger et al. (2016), Gerlich and Berard, (2010), Kohler (2017), Stieve and Wallace (2018), and Ward and Jacoby (2018) found that zero chats were rated a 5 or 6. Kayongo and Van Jacob (2011), Cabaniss (2015), and Mavodza (2019) found that the majority of chat interactions fell within the 1-3 range. The one outlier was Bungaro et al. (2017), who found that almost half (46%) of their chat interactions happened at the 4 or above designation, though it is unclear how many were rated at each level.

Not every source provided a breakdown by each number, with some providing percentages of ranges of READ Scale designations. However, of those that did, the data showed the vast majority of transactions occurring in the 1-4 range.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author, Publication Date, (Institution examined)</th>
<th>Chat sample size</th>
<th>Breakdown by READ Scale designation as reported by source</th>
<th>Timeframe of chats assessed with READ Scale</th>
<th>Sampling Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asher, 2014 (University of Indiana, Bloomington)</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>unstated</td>
<td>2006-2013</td>
<td>Convenience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belanger et al., 2016 (University of Washington)</td>
<td>3721 chat transcripts</td>
<td>1=10% 2&amp;3= 80% 4=10% 5=0 6=n/a</td>
<td>Fall quarter 2014 (September-December)</td>
<td>Convenience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bungaro et al., 2017 (University of Turin; Italy)</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>1-3= 53.8% (n=65) 4-6= 46% (n=56)</td>
<td>2014-2016</td>
<td>Convenience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabaniss, 2015 (University of Washington)</td>
<td>608</td>
<td>1=28% (n=169) 2=45% (n=275) 3=23% (n=142) 4=4% (n=27) 5=0% (n=2) 6=unstated</td>
<td>3 sample weeks in winter term 2014 (January-March)</td>
<td>Convenience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeMars et al., 2018 (California State University, Long Beach)</td>
<td>unstated</td>
<td>1=7-14% 2=32-32% 3=38-40% 4=7-15% 5=1-3% 6=.5-1% (Gleaned from table)</td>
<td>2016-2018. Compared three chat configurations.</td>
<td>Cluster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerlich and Berard, 2010 (Multiple)</td>
<td>Test 1: 98 Test 2: 317</td>
<td>Test 1: 1=13% (n=13) 2=19% (n=19) 3= 45% (n=44) 4=22% (n=22) 5=0% (n=0) 6=0% (n=0) Test 2: 1=6% (n=19)</td>
<td>Test 1: 3 weeks in February, 2007 Test 2: Spring semester, 2007</td>
<td>Test 1: Convenience, Test 2: Adaptive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Test Count</td>
<td>Results</td>
<td>Methodology</td>
<td>Notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayongo and Van Jacob, 2011</td>
<td>2517</td>
<td>1=21.1% (n=531) 2=28.3% (n=712) 3=40.4% (n=1017) 4=5.9% (n=1480) 5=4.2% (n=105) 6=1% (n=4)</td>
<td>Convenience</td>
<td>November 2007-May 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kemp et al., 2015</td>
<td>Test 1: unspecified 2= Test 2: 287 3= Test 3: 228</td>
<td>Test 1: 3= 44% 4 and above= 21% Test 2: (triggered) 1,2 =19% 3 and above= 81% Test 3: (non-triggered) 1,2=37% 3 and above= 63%</td>
<td>Convenience</td>
<td>Test 1: Six sample weeks from Fall 2013 to Spring 2014. Tests 2 and 3: November 2013 Test 1: Convenience Tests 2 and 3: Cluster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyes and Dworak, 2017</td>
<td>454</td>
<td>0-1= 19% (n=78) 2= 31% (n=131) 3= 39% (n=164) 4-5= 11% (n=48)</td>
<td>Convenience</td>
<td>May 2014-Sept 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kohler, 2017</td>
<td>1109</td>
<td>0=7% (n=80) 1=15% (n=166) 2=33% (n=366) 3=41% (n=456) 4=3% (n=35) 5=1% (n=6) 6=0% (n=0)</td>
<td>Convenience</td>
<td>FY2015- FY2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larson et al., 2014</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>1=5% (n=2) 2=49% (n=19) 3=21% (n=8) 4=23% (n=9) 5=3% (n=1) 6=0% (n=0)</td>
<td>Convenience</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maloney and Kemp, 2015</td>
<td>2492</td>
<td>1=3% (n=85) 2=31% (n=764)</td>
<td>Cluster</td>
<td>6 sample weeks: Fall 2013 and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study Description</td>
<td>Sample Size</td>
<td>Study Details</td>
<td>Study Duration</td>
<td>Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(University of Texas, San Antonio)</td>
<td>1498</td>
<td>3=39% (n=968) 4=26% (n=654) 5=1% (n=19) 6=0% (n=2)</td>
<td>Spring 2014</td>
<td>Convenience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mavodza, 2019 (Zayed University; United Arab Emirates)</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>1=63% (n=939) 2=15% (n=230) 3=13% (n=190) 4=7% (n=98) 5=2% (n=26) 6=1% (n=15)</td>
<td>Feb 2013-Feb 2018</td>
<td>Cluster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stieve and Wallace, 2018 (University of Arizona)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3 and above=100% (n=30)</td>
<td>Fall semester 2016</td>
<td>Cluster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valentine and Moss, 2017 (University of Kansas)</td>
<td>1120</td>
<td>1=30 (3%) 2=378 (34%) 3=636 (57%) 4=76 (7%) 5 and 6=unstated</td>
<td>April 2015</td>
<td>Convenience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward and Jacoby, 2018 (University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign)</td>
<td>unspecified</td>
<td>Unspecified</td>
<td>Sept and Oct 2010</td>
<td>Cluster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward and Phetteplace, 2012 (University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign)</td>
<td>unspecified</td>
<td>Unspecified</td>
<td>July 2016 to July 2018</td>
<td>Cluster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warner et al., 2020 (University of New Mexico)</td>
<td>unspecified</td>
<td>Unspecified</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a Country of institution is United States of America unless otherwise indicated.

*b When the source gives numbers only, review authors have converted these to percentages and rounded to the whole number, but we have not used percentage-only data to derive hard numbers. Because of this, percentages are recorded in the 100-101 range.
Within the READ Scale 1-4 range, most chats are rated a READ Scale 2 or 3 (see Figure 1).

**Discussion**

Perhaps unsurprisingly, a primary goal in using the READ Scale at many institutions was to understand staffing needs. Many analyzed READ Scale designations by time of day, day of week, and time in the academic period in order to find patterns of busiest times and most complex questions, following assessment trends Luo identified in 2008. Understanding demand for service is an admirable goal, but unfortunately even when service patterns are present, staffing models may not provide the flexibility to checkerboard staff shifts to match them. And, while optimizing staffing may be possible to a degree, in practice, complex questions can arrive at any point in the day, week, or year and service coordinators must determine what is adequate, rather than optimal, service. Additionally, READ scores were used to make inferences about the level of expertise needed, most often a recommendation for decreased expertise, and none of the sources articulated how they would determine when they had sub-adequate staffing levels on chat. This use of the READ Scale, while seemingly common, is troubling.

**RS Designations by Percentage**
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Figure 1
READ Scale ratings for chat interactions from articles that provided breakdowns by each READ Scale number. Gerlich and Berard (2010) reported two tests in “Testing the Viability of the READ Scale.”
The most striking feature of the READ Scale data was the paucity of chat transactions rated 5 or 6. Indeed, this was reflected in Gerlich and Berard’s (2010) viability study data. None of the 15 testing institutions reported any chat transactions falling into the 5 or 6 ratings. However, it would be premature to conclude that patrons are not asking complex questions, based solely on ratings of the responses to those questions. As Gerlich and Berard developed the READ Scale, they theorized that more complex questions were answered away from the reference desk, such as in hallways or offices, and they built this assumption into the scale. For example, the definitions provided for the 5 and 6 ratings assume or presuppose the interaction occurring outside of initial reference contexts. Level 5 suggests that “consultation appointments might be scheduled” (Gerlich, n.d.) while level 6 specifies that “(r)quests for information cannot be answered on the spot” (Gerlich, n.d.). In practice, this makes the higher end of the scale unavailable to chat transactions. As of this writing, it is not feasible for a librarian to initiate a chat with a specific patron or schedule a consultation via chat, so any question that requires follow up is necessarily answered in a different mode. The scale gives weight to the mode in which the librarian answers reference questions, rather than the mode in which the patron asks it.

Depending on how the READ Scale ratings are used by an institution, the data could present a distorted view of the chat service. For example, if a question comes in via chat that is beyond the abilities of that librarian, they might create a ticket that the relevant subject specialist will claim. While the eventual answer would likely be a 5 or 6, the chat transaction would rate as a 1, as it took no effort. If the staff member used knowledge or training about who specifically to refer the question to, or instructed the patron in how to schedule a consultation, it might appropriately rate at level 2 or 3. In any case, it would be at the low end of the scale, indistinguishable from simple item searches or questions about hours. Using READ Scale data to determine the level of expertise required of chat staff is problematic when questions that staff could answer comfortably and those they lacked the expertise to answer at all are represented the same way in the data.

It is also notable that almost every study in this review tabulated READ Scale designations based simply on frequency, either as raw counts or percentages. This gives equal weight to all questions; imagine a one hour reference shift in which a librarian has two questions at level 4, spending 15 minutes each working with the patrons to choose a database, develop and refine search strategies, and so on. That librarian also spends ten seconds on each answer to questions about the hours. If there are five such questions, the hour was predominantly level 1, even though less than a minute was spent on level 1 answers, and half the hour was spent on level 4 responses. This approach essentially recreates the hash mark system that the READ Scale was developed to replace, with the added misinterpretation that most questions can be answered without any specialized knowledge or skill.

This unequal weight distribution is true for all modes of reference, but is especially significant for chat, where librarians report fielding multiple questions at a time. Answering several questions about hours or renewals while a patron requiring more complex assistance is running searches is efficient. An approach to assessment that devalues this practice is flawed.

Measuring the skills needed to answer a question makes sense when trying to assess how to staff the service. It can be less helpful when trying to assess the value of the service to our patrons. Helping a patron navigate a confusing record or misconfigured link in a database may be a simple question from the librarian’s perspective, perhaps rating a 2 on the READ Scale. From the patron’s perspective, getting access to the resource may be critically important. A low READ score might be desirable in this case: the librarian was able to
solve the patron’s problem quickly and easily. Yet, the interpretation of the READ Scale may rank the worthiness of some questions or answers over others, a common trap inherent in scales (LeMire et al., 2016).

Given the language limiting chat to the lower end of the READ Scale, we might see a rash of adaptations of the definitions and examples, creating the ability of chat to enter into the final third of the READ Scale. However, of the few institutions that adapted the READ Scale verbiage to their local assessment environments, mode-agnostic wording was not added at the upper levels, and mode-specific language was not deleted. Because the majority of institutions did not alter the language of the Scale at all, it may be that critical analysis of the viability of the tool explicitly for chat was absent or that librarians agreed with the existing wording of the scale. If librarians adhere to the existing wording of the scale, they implicitly agree that regardless of time invested or librarian resources used, chat content will never equate to the same content delivered face-to-face in a traditional consultation. If librarians assess chat in direct comparison to face-to-face, or indeed other modes of delivery, the assessment reflects bias by creating an implicit hierarchy of service.

While the READ Scale language may constrict chat transactions to the lower two-thirds of the scale, experience with complex content may have a similar effect. Less experienced chat agents do not have as deep a skillset with which to call upon in chat interactions, leaving their choice of READ Scale rating constricted. So, if an institution staffs chat with less experienced undergraduate students, the READ Scale ratings should reflect that restricted ability, resulting in lower-rated chats. In contrast, highly experienced librarians have the ability to answer inquiries farther up the READ Scale. Further, the judgement of complexity is compounded by more experienced librarians’ increased familiarity and expertise: librarians who walk students through the intricacies of searching databases may be more familiar with the content and thus rank those interactions as less complex.

**Limitations**

The findings of this literature review are limited in several ways. Because we were attempting to understand the variety of situations in which the READ Scale has been deployed to measure chat, we did not limit the scope of material to academic journal articles. The resultant formats provide variable depth of information. For example, only half of the articles included provided the breakdown of READ Scale ratings by each of its six levels, while the others reported only clusters of ratings. Some provided in-depth explanations of READ Scale ratings results and extensive analysis, and others did not. For some of the articles, chat reference was a brief focus of a comprehensive reference service evaluation. More broadly, many institutions used the READ Scale to assess reference interactions, as evidenced by our initial searches, however it is unclear exactly how many institutions used the READ Scale to assess chat. Evidence from community colleges and additional international sources could inform future research and help to address this knowledge gap. Finally, we recognize that not all chat service coordinators publish their assessment efforts, so direct research with this population may provide insight into READ Scale reach, variations in application, and changes in the quantity and experience levels of chat agents after using it for assessment.

**Conclusion**

Pomerantz et al. (2008) argued that when assessing chat reference, “‘Good enough’ data is better than no data when one is aware of the limitations of the data” (p. 27). The READ Scale has been adopted across the globe to assess online synchronous interactions, yet this tool was developed before chat reference became commonplace (Matteson et al., 2011). In this literature review, we set out to understand how librarians use the tool to make decisions and understand resultant data when examining chat
reference service. This was a first step to understanding whether the READ Scale has withstood the test of time as chat has evolved to play a much bigger role in reference service.

Based on the data that have been published and reviewed herein, the READ Scale systematically undervalues chat reference transactions for many of the assessment goals for which it is used. Ultimately, the way the READ Scale is applied and interpreted with regards to chat reference is at odds with the intent of the tool. Rather than capturing the knowledge, skills, and abilities needed to provide adequate reference service, it overemphasizes the simplest, least time consuming questions, with the effect of making chat reference appear not worth the cost of staffing with experienced professionals.

We are not providing recommendations here about the correct level of staffing for chat reference. Our concern is that the assessment that libraries do to make those decisions are appropriate and accurate. We therefore propose a number of recommendations for practice.

**Recommendations for Practice**

Based on our understanding of how the READ Scale has been used by librarians to conflate complexity, experience, and value, we invite practitioners to reflect on the following recommendations:

1. Use caution when comparing face-to-face, chat, email, text, and phone interactions to each other using the existing definitions and examples provided in the READ Scale documentation.
2. Examine and update the definitions and examples of each level of the READ Scale through the lens of each reference delivery method your library provides.
3. If you are trying to understand the expertise needed to staff the service, consider rating every question that staff could not answer as a 6. These are questions that cannot be answered “on the spot” with your current staffing model.
4. If you are trying to understand the service overall, consider reporting the time spent on each level of answer, rather than the number or percent of questions at each level. Alternately, you could develop a system of weights for each READ Scale number in order to represent expertise needed for the length of the interaction.
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